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About This Game

Planet Niberium turned out to be rich in rare precious crystal. Space Corporation Sigma decided to extract these crystals. The
extraction was carried out by NKX-627 Robot series. However, soon the Corporation Sigma discovered that they were not the

only ones who were interested in the crystals. The invasion of the little-known species of biometal beetles on the planet
Niburium was sudden. Numerous hordes of beetles occupied the bowels of the planet Niberium. As it turned out, beetles were

absorbing almost infinite energy of the crystals, and it gave them a significant power increase and their species’ accelerated
replication. Corporation Sigma was losing crystals robot-miners one after another. It appeared that the reaction of the contact of
a robot with a beetle was an explosion with the destruction of both as a result. Corporation Sigma, as an interested party, using

the currently available technologies, released a new search NKXgr-701 Robot series. This robot could change the gravity of
certain types of matter by breaking the usual physical laws. It was decided to adjust the antigravitator to change the gravity of
the stone masses, under the rubble of which the crystals were lying. Also, beetles could be blocked with stones in an enclosed

space. The Corporation Sigma goal is to collect all the crystals and take them out...
There are 20 levels in the game.
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Good game; its free to check out.
So go ahead and do it!. Great game. Skill grid is a bit confusing, but once you get the hang of it and the way each team member
moves, it becomes very strategic. Bravo!. One of my favorite games since I was a child. Got it for a good price. Still fun to
play!. The game is basically the first stage of spore: you choose carnivore, omnivore or herbivore. As carnivore you eat other
cells, as herbivore you eat green cells that spawn randomly. By consuming cells, you increase your protein and your DNA. The
protein is used to buy cells to attach to your organism. The DNA is used to unlock new types of cells. There are also the
parameters of health, energy, fat, egg progress and temperature. Sadly, none of those have much impact on the gameplay.
- The energy bar is almost impossible to fill up. For some buggy reason, your organism consumes far more energy than what the
descriptions say. However, it also doesn't matter if the energy bar is empty - you lose some health over time, but that's irrelevant
- the fat bar probably serves as a long-term energy storage that fills up when you energy bar is full - which never happens
- the egg progress always takes 100 seconds, after which you can click the egg button to buy new cells and unlock new ones.
After that. your health bar resets, so it really doesn't matter what you do since you are back to full health every two minutes
- temperature does something, probably increase energy consumption - hard to tell since the energy bar is always empty and
doesn't matter anyhow. so boring, even 10 minutes is enough to make me sick. My Opinion: This is hard to describe, but, in
short, this is dungon keeper with all of the tedious elements enhanced, all of the fun elements removed, abnd with a load of
bizzare mechanics about making the good guys happy so that you can be evil (it doesn't make any sense at all)

My Advice: it's utter bilge, keep your money, I wish I could get mine back!. My most played game zombie bowl-o-rama truly
carved the path of my steam gaming career. This game has won countless awards for its heart stopping gameplay and amazing
artwork. I truly can say I have no regrets purchasing this game.
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when i see this i am reminded of a tetris game i had for psx. Might be great as a mobile ap, but buggy (lock-up on double-click)
on the pc; and definitely convoluted. I usually
look to these kind of games to support indies and relax. This one raised my blood-pressure.. I love this game its sooo fun, I cant
wait until they add more content. I am honestly really loving this game. The campaign works flawlessly and there are TONS of
levels. Though custom battles can crash, I can easily overlook the problem as its still in early acess.

Great game and worth every penny! (:

Just to clear things up,
there are going to be 12+ factions in the game,
but as of right now there are only 5 factions: Stone-age, farmer, medival, ancient, viking.

They plan on adding the other factions later and other units to the exsiting factions.
The first 3 new factions are going to be: Asia, Renaisanse and Pirate.

Then there are the mystery factions which may or may not be added those being: Desert kingdom, Modern, WW1/2, Napoleon,
Aztec. This game contains some instances of good artwork, decent music, tolerable voice acting, and a unique game mechanic.
Everything else? Well, let's just say that it's not worth the $9.99 full price and that I'm glad I got this off Humble store for
SUPER cheap!

The graphics look dated, the camera and movement controls are frustrating, the intro is brief, but uninformative; the story is
vague and unengaging, the dialogue: atrocious.

Actual battle game play seems better suited to tablets and touch devices. Though I had no problem using it, I can see how some
people may have had problems drawing spells with speed and accuracy. This game should be made into an iOS and Android app
that supports multi-touch.

In general, this feels more like an unfinished idea that needs fleshing out and a graphics overhaul. Great Idea, but not engaging
enough, not polished enough, and costs too much.. Love it.
Everything about this is amazing.
Cherish it.

Needs more bosses, items and music and it will be fantastic.. I love this game, just look at my reccomendation.
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(Game has potential do not buy yet, i got it for free and still a waste of money.). The software dosent work. It's stuck with an
error about the network.. https://youtu.be/-vhxbxKSfDc

Take on match-3 gameplay that builds levels from any music track thrown at it. At the core this sounds like a good idea, but
even based on the provide tracks the levels are woefully short and don't produce an experience all that compelling across
multiple game modes. The ability to generate levels based on audio tracks to produce infinite levels falls short if none of them
are interesting to play.
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